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General Introduction to China Fitness Market
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Some key differences with EU market
• China is a huge market with distinct differences between regions and cities
• According to latest research by Deloitte on behalf of FIBO (data yet to be released), 

in 2019 there are more than 13,000 gyms in the Top 4 cities (Beijing, Shanghai, 
Guangzhou, Shenzhen) alone

• In the past 3 years, China has transitioned from a country mainly focused on Tier-
1 cities, to one where fitness is booming in nearly all large cities

• 18 cities surveyed by Deloitte in 2019 demonstrated incredible vigor and 
opportunity

• China is traditionally dominated by Big Box gyms, although boutiques and new 
online models are quickly gaining traction

• Business models are traditionally skewed towards prepaid yearly or multi-year 
memberships, with personal training sessions being sold in bulk packs

• Boutique studios and personal training studios opened by personal and small 
enterprises are on the rise, although business models are received with mixed 
success; around one-quarter of such studios have opened for less than 1 year
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Timeline of the Pandemic Situation on the Fitness Industry

Jan 3rd

Officially announced 
a total of 44 patients 

with unexplained 
pneumonia in 

Wuhan, of which 11 
were severe

Jan 23rd

Wuhan
city-wide

quarantine

Jan 24th

Started the 7-day 
Spring Festival 

national vacation

Jan 26th

Announced the 
extension of the 
national vacation 

to Feb 3rd

Feb 3rd

Announced the 
extension of 
shutdown to 

Feb 9th

March

Situation starting to 
normalize

Cities started to 
encourage the 

resumption of work

Started from Jan 23th

Gym closures for the the 7-day 
Spring Festival national 

vacation and for the pandemic 
situation

Started from Feb 7rd

Gyms announced the 
extension of the offline 

closure 

Started from March 10th

Gyms gradually announced the 
re-opening of the offline services 

Started from Jan 25th

Gyms started to explore the 
online channels as 
countermeasures

Pandemic 
Situation & 

Related Policies

Fitness 
Industry

Feb 10th

Launched 
subsidies for 

SME’s by 
government 
and landlords
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Property developers/landlords, including Wanda Group, China Resources, 
Poly Group, Country Garden, etc. have announced waiving rent for 
tenants for 1-2 month durations

The central government has unveiled a raft of measures to support the 
market amid the novel coronavirus pneumonia outbreak.

The support plan for SME’s mainly includes: 

1. Easing tax burden: on individuals and corporations

2. Financial support: increase credit supply, reduce difficulty and cost of loan 
applications

3. Stability of employment: delay collection of social insurance premium

Financial Impact & Support

Financial Impact on the Gyms Support from the Government & Landlords

Sales
The post-holiday season after Chinese New Year was supposed to be a 
key period for gym sales. The epidemic outbreak made gyms unable to 
capitalize on this expected key cash inflow period. This is not only a huge 
blow to the first-quarter revenue, but its impact may radiate throughout 
the whole year.

“February and March’s performance can account for more than 80% of 
the first quarter’s income.“-- Bian Guangming, CEO of Nirvana Sports, 
interviewed by China Youth Daily

Salary

• Sales staff: base+ 
sales commission

• Professional coaches: 
base + sales 
commission + PT 
commission

Rent

• 40%-50% of the gym 
companies’ costs due 
to the space 
requirement

Utilities

• Gyms with swimming 
pools need to afford 
the utility fee of 
special water usage

Costs

Government

Landlords
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Resumption of Work — Other Asian Markets

Japan
• On May 4, Japan extended state of emergency 

until May 31 as COVID-19 worsens
• Gyms have not yet resumed business

South Korea
• Although South Korean Government did not 

explicitly prohibit the gyms from operating, it 
clearly stated that the gyms were the main source of 
cluster of COVID-19 infections

• Therefore, the number of people going to the gyms 
has dropped significantly

Taiwan
• Although Taiwan authorities did not explicitly 

prohibit the gyms from operating, Taiwanese 
peoples with high self-prevention awareness were 
unwilling to go to the gyms 

• On April 28, Taiwan authorities approved an 
Education and Sports Industry Relief and 
Revitalization Program with 106 million USD

Hong Kong
• On March 28, Hong Kong Government 

prohibited the operation of certain 
business places, including gyms, however, 
it announced that gyms could reopen 
from May 8 

• Gym operators can apply for Fitness 
Center Funding Program from May 4 to 
June 3

Singapore
• On April 2, the multi-ministry task force 

announced that sports and recreation 
facilities will be closed for four weeks 
from April 7 to May 4

• On May 2, Singapore Government 
extended the closure without a time 
frame
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SATS –
SHUTDOWN AND REVIVAL THROUGH COVID-19

SONDRE GRAVIR
CEO SATS

MAY 06, 2020 – EUROPE ACTIVE WEBINAR
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SATS AT A GLANCE

(1) Measured by 2019 revenues based on figures from Deloitte EuropeActive EHFMR 2020
(2) Compared to Q4 2018
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Greater Helsinki

Greater Copenhagen

#1 position1 with 103 clubs
and 299 000 members (+5%2)

#1 position1 with 79 clubs
and 230 000 members (+3%2)

#1 position1 with 28 clubs
and 62 000 members (+2%2)

#2 position1 with 38 clubs
and 97 000 members



• Adjusted the • Internal ban of all • Information of • Temporarily • Launched live • FIN gov. • DK gov. imposed • Opened clubs in • Opened clubs in
regular flu policy travel activities infectedmembers closed all clubs streaming and recommended lock-down of Sweden Finland

• New operational • Stricter rules on visiting two of the • Made online extended digital lock-down of fitness clubs
routines internal meetings clubs training available offering fitness clubs
implemented in and activities for everyone
clubs, especially • NO gov. imposed
around cleaning, lock-down of
GX, PT service fitness clubs
etc.

• Implemented
internal travel
policy

• “Quarantined” all
employees
traveling to most 3
affected countries

COVID-19
PROACTIVE AND INNOVATIVE DURING THE CRISIS

• SATS decided on March 12 to temporarily close down all clubs in the Nordics to contribute to limit the  
contagion of COVID-19, governmental shutdown of the industry followed later in Norway and Denmark

• In the wake of the closure, the company has been in close dialogue with the authorities, following their
advice on how to act



TWO FOCUSED APPROACH STARTED THE DAY WE CLOSED  
THE CLUBS – CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND REVIVAL
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Clubs reopened  
after being closed  
for 14 days

Clubs reopened  
after being closed  
for ~1,5 months

• No reopening date declared
• Working to show government that we can  

reopen in a safe way and promote public  
health benefits of fitness centers

• Reopened after initial 14 day period, all  
other players stayed open

• Limited measures from government has  
created a situation that differs from other  
Nordic countries

• No reopening date declared
• Working together with the industry to show  

government that we can reopen in a safe  
way

• Reopened April 24
• Gyms were not shut down by the  

government, but some closed voluntarily  
(only Forever in addition to us of the bigger  
chains)
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WHILE SOME COUNTRIES HAVE REOPENED, WE AWAIT 
FINAL REOPENING DATES IN NORWAY AND DENMARK



• Get access to the full SATS digital universe  
and pay only for this access until we reopen

• Continue paying the regular membership fee,  
but receiving a gift card as compensation

• Freeze the membership until we reopen

• Continue paying the regular membership fee,
but not claiming any compensation

WE KEPT A CLOSE DIALOGUE WITH MEMBERS, ALLOWING  
THEM TO CHOOSE HOW TO BE COMPENSATED

During the period where clubs have been shut down  
we have kept a close dialogue with members

Our aim has been to provide our members with a  
choice of how they want to be compensated while  
keeping as many members as possible throughout  
the period

18



FIRST E-MAIL ABOUT COMPENSATION – GIVING THE CHOICE TO THE  
MEMBERS, BUT AT THE SAME TIME CLEARLY ASKING FOR SYMPATHY  
AND SUPPORT
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SECOND E-MAIL ABOUT COMPENSATION; NEWLY ENHANCED DIGITAL  
OFFER IN FOCUS; MEMBERS’ COMPENSATION CHOICES TOWARDS  
THE END
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ENGAGEMENT FROM MEMBERS ON SOCIAL MEDIA HAS  
BEEN HIGH DURING THE PERIOD
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WE HAVE EXPANDED OUR DIGITAL OFFERING TO A  
DIGITAL TRAINING UNIVERSE

• Includes daily recommended OT classes  
and training programs

• ~10 classes per day, avg. of
~1 200 unique participants per class

• Made corporate office training available for  
private members

• Bringing our 1:1 services to a digital  
platform

Live streaming of GX classes

Online PT, physio and  
nutrition advice

One «home training» universe

Office training

New partnerships in the SATS shop

Webinar series

New audio concepts
SATS X Mental health

Digital corporate training

Online training

Training plans

Audio (4 tracks)
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• Partnerships ranging from equipment  
manufacturers to online doctors

• Providing expert advice on selected topics  
trough online lectures

• With psychologist Carina Carl and Doctor  
Ole Petter Hjelle

• Providing digital training to corporations  
both live and on demand



WE HAVE MOVED OUR 1:1 SERVICES ONLINE TO  
CONTINUE TO OFFER MEMBER PERSONAL GUIDANCE
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WE HAVE EXPANDED OUR PARTNERS IN THE
SATS SHOP
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WE HAVE LAUNCHED WEBINARS WHERE EXPERTS PROVIDE  
THEIR ADVICE ON NUTRITION, PREHAB AND TRAINING
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WE HAVE LAUNCHED NEW AUDIO CONCEPTS  
FOCUSING ON MENTAL HEALTH

10 steps to better  
mental health  
during difficult  

times

Train your brain  
with Ole Petter  

Hjelle

• “10 steps to better mental health during difficult times” with  
psychologist Carina Carl

• 10 episodes audio files available at our webpage (e.g.  
learn to control your stress, connection and loneliness, the  
joy of movement)

• “How to train your Brain in challenging times” with doctor  
Ole Petter Hjelle

• Four episodes on four themes, and videos:
• Loneliness
• Living together in this situation
• «Brakkesyke» and the parenting role in this situation
• Psysical activity and why it is important now
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WE HAVE INTRODUCED A DIGITAL MEMBERSHIP FOR  
ACCESSING OUR DIGITAL UNIVERSE

• Access to 120 online training classes
• Up to 10 live workouts per day
• 16 audio workouts ranging from

running to meditation
• 2-7 minute office workouts
• 12 steps to better mental health
• More than 100 training plans
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DURING THE SHUT DOWN PERIOD WE HAVE SEEN A  
MASSIVE INCREASE IN THE USE OF ONLINE TRAINING

6 626%

1 502% 1 327%

692% 556%

3 899%

2 265%
1 871%

DenmarkNorway Sweden Finland

March  
April

Percent increase vs LY
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WE REOPEN OUR CLUBS IN A RESPONSIBLE WAY ALLOWING  
MEMBERS TO FEEL SAFE WHILE EXERCISING

We are working continuously to make  
sure that our operations are in line  
with government recommendations

This means that we have adapted many aspects of our operations to a new  
reality to allow our members to feel safe while exercising

• Extra cleaning in clubs (tasks and frequency)
• Limiting number of members in club/area
• Signs and posters encouraging hygiene

• Reduced class capacity to give members space and  
moved classes outside where possible

• Removed classes with body contact and senior classes
• Shortened classes to allow for cleaning between

• Encourage member to take outside sessions
• Avoid exercises that involves contact between PT/client
• Launched PT online service

• Give all members cluster access to improve flexibility
and spread members out across clubs

• Close off lockers to keep distance in changing rooms
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MOVING TRAINING OUTDOORS HAS BEEN POPULAR  
AMONG OUR MEMBERS
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MEMBERS RETURN GRADUALLY AFTER REOPENING,  
YOUNG MALES ARE THE FIRST TO COME BACK

51%

76% 73% 77%
53%

43%

Week 4Week 2Week 1 Week 3 Week 5

Sweden
Finland

Percent of visits comparable week LY by weeks since reopening

33%
48% 48% 54%

38% 35%

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 5Week 4

Percent of GX visits comparable week LY by weeks since reopening
Sweden  
Finland
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18%

10%
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11%
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20%

14%

1%
1%0-15

66+

56-65

36-45

46-55

16-25

26-35

February
April

3%

9%

9%

15%

8%

1%
0%

2%

7%

8%

14%

9%

1%
1%

-5,3pp +5,3pp

share of visits in Sweden

+6,9 pp
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IN SWEDEN PEAK VISITS HAS BECOME A CHALLENGE  
FOR THE CLUBS DUE TO THE NEW RESTRICTIONS
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WE ARE WORKING TO MAKE IT EASIER FOR MEMBERS  
TO FIND CLUBS THAT HAVE AVAILABLE CAPACITY
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THE PANDEMIC WILL LIKELY AFFECT SOCIETY AND THE  
FITNESS INDUSTRY FOR A LONG TIME

• Disease control rules regarding distance between people
• Maximum number of people gathered in a given area
• Use of protective gear for employees
• Updated standards for cleaning and cleanliness

• Familiarized with use of digital platforms and tools
• Exposed to alternative forms of exercise/movement
• Fear of crowded spaces (in particular for people in risk groups)

• Substantial rise in unemployment and temporary layoffs
• Uncertainty about the future may lead to reduced consumption
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GOING FORWARD OUR KEY PRIORITY IS TO BRING OUR  
MEMBERS BACK IN A SAFE WAY

•

•

•
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If you had to do this over again,
what would you do differently?



Q & A

www.europeactive.eu/covid19



David Stalker
EuropeActive President
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THANK YOU

www.europeactive.eu/covid19


